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WELCOME
Earlier this month we welcomed our 2019-20 cohort and we are delighted that 33 of them have chosen to start their
teaching journey with us. After an initial week at the YWTT base, trainees have undertaken a week long orientation
placement and are currently in the first week of their diversity placement.

TRAINEE OUTCOMES FOR 2018-19
We are delighted that 100% of our
2018-19 trainees were graded good
or better at the end of their training,
with all primary and secondary
trainees exceeding the minimum level
of practice expected of teachers as
defined in the Teachers’ Standards by
the end of their training. A fantastic
70% were graded as outstanding
which is a reflection of the hard work
and dedication of the trainees and
the YWTT Leadership Team.
All of our 2018-19 trainees who were
looking to take up a teaching post,
were offered employment, these
ranged from schools within our own
trust and partnership schools and
schools across the Yorkshire and
North Lincolnshire areas.

A REFLECTION ON THE
PROGRAMME SO FAR
by Chloe Kenyon
YWTT Trainee – English
The introduction to the course greatly exceeded my
expectations. There is a great balance between theoretical
and practical learning, which includes a good balance of
classroom experience; I have been lucky enough to visit
both South Hunsley School and Malet Lambert.
Fridays at the YWTT base are lovely, everyone is really
friendly and the staff genuinely want the very best for
all of the trainees! We are kept well informed from the
beginning and it already feels like a family. I cannot wait
for the rest of the journey!
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RECRUITMENT FOR COHORT 4
The recruitment window for the 2020-21 cohort will
open early next month and anyone wishing to make an
application to us can do so via UCAS. Interview days are
held on a frequent basis and involve all of our partner
schools to ensure that all key stakeholders are involved
with getting to know our trainees from day 1.
We are pleased to confirm that we have expanded our
offering for the 2020-21 intake and we are now able to
offer the following programmes:
•
•
•
•

EYFS
Religious Studies
Business Studies
Primary with Maths
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SPOTLIGHT ON SIMONE HENNIGAN
LEAD MENTOR
‘And that’s why I avoid tiny silver skinned onions at the buffet table’…is the
punchline to the story!
I didn’t actually plan to be a teacher. In fact, I was adamant I wasn’t going
to be a teacher, despite regularly setting up mini schools with soft toys and
smaller cousins. But...the more people push you in one direction, the more
you rebel! I wanted to be a vet; I grew up amongst a menagerie of animals,
like a crazy Doctor Doolittle.
At school, I loved science, especially biology and chemistry, taking both to A
level. However, I had rival passions of literature and drama. They co-existed
quite nicely until UCAS needed a decision; I even managed to combine drama
and chemistry in a performing arts presentation of a copper sulphate reaction.
Genius!
Unfortunately, my dreams of becoming the next Super Vet were dashed
after a summer of work experience. I soon discovered I was not cut out for
the world of doggy dentistry (I’m ashamed to say, yes, I did swoon) or cat
castration, which is the reason why pickled onions will be forever banned from
my buffet table!
I briefly harboured thoughts of marine biology as a career path but Jaws 1, 2 and 3 soon put an end to that. Finally, I
settled on English Language and Literature at Manchester University, immersing myself in Beowulf, Shakespeare and
the Brontes; I’ve never regretted it.
Having stated ‘teaching wasn’t for me’, it soon became pretty evident that clearly ‘it was’. Within a month of enrolling
on my joint English and Drama PGCE at the University of Hull, I was in my element: sharing my passion for ‘Emily and
Charlotte’ with the 6th form; leading Forum workshops with Year 9s and running Drama clubs with eager Year 7s.
My teaching career has been varied, to say the least, but the mentoring role has been a constant. I’ve been a lead in
Drama, a second in English and a Mentor in both. I’m absolutely passionate about the role of the Form Tutor and I’ve
been a Tutor throughout; at present I have Year 9. I’ve been an AST with responsibilities for RQTs, NQTs and ITTs. I’ve
worked with the Universities of Hull, York St. John and Leeds Trinity as a school Professional Mentor and, for the past
18 months, it’s been a privilege to work with YWTT as Lead Mentor. No two days are ever the same; no two trainees
are ever the same, which makes for a challenging but incredibly rewarding working week. I love it! And there’s nothing
which a little heavy metal (I recommend ‘Halestorm’ for feisty lead female vocalist) can’t fix on the way home!

GET INTO TEACHING
Get into Teaching Days with Yorkshire Wolds Teacher Training allow you to gain a wealth of experience in the
classroom by observing experienced and highly skilled teachers.
When attending one of our Get Into Teaching Days, you will be able to engage with students and to see what
it is really like in the classroom and get some real school experience. The purpose of these days is to give you
some practical experience of life in the classroom and working with young people.
We don’t just want you to sit at the back of the classroom though! The benefit of being involved in these days is
to allow you to reflect on the teaching practice that you observe and use this to better your own understanding
of what the career entails.
The next Get into Teaching Days are:

Monday 21 October 2019 at South Hunsley School & Sixth Form
Monday 21 October 2019 at Hunsley Primary
Tuesday 22 October 2019 at Malet Lambert.
If you are thinking about joining us, please sign up via our website:

ywtt.org.uk/get-into-teaching
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